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INTRODUCTION

Ceramic waste forms are affected by radiation damage, primarily arising from a-decay processes
that can lead to volume expansion and amorphisation of the component crystalline phases. The
understanding of the extent and impact of these effects on the overall durability of the waste
forms is critical to the prediction of their long-term performance under repository conditions.
Since 1985 ANSTO and JAERI have carried out joint studies on the use of 244Cm to simulate
alpha-radiation damage in ceramic waste forms. These studies have focussed on Synroc
formulations doped with simulated PW-4b and JW-A wastes and 244Cm loadings of 0.0004 to ~ 1
wt%. At ANSTO, samples containing low levels of 244Cm (0.00004 to 0.04 wt %) were fabricated
to investigate the aqueous leaching behaviour of these elements. In a complementary study at
JAERI, comparable samples of Synroc were made with ~ 1 wt% of 244Cm to study accelerated
a-decay damage analogous to that experienced by waste forms over geological time scales.

EXPERIMENTAL

At both JAERI and ANSTO, the samples were prepared by hot-pressing in graphite dies. Detailed
information on the preparation of samples doped with simulated PW-4b waste with 0.91 wt% of
244Cm prepared in the JAERI hot-cell facilities is given in Mitamura et al. [1994] and Banba and
Hart [1996]. The specialised techniques and equipment used in preparation of these samples is
documented by Amaya et al. [1986], Mitamura et al[\9%6] and Mitamura [1997]. Similar
information on samples prepared with simulated JW-A waste is given in Mitamura et al. [ 1990a]
and Mitamura et al. [1990b] for samples produced at JAERI and for samples produced at
ANSTO in Reeve et al. [1989].

Further studies were carried out on samples obtained by coring the Synroc blocks. These samples
were then split and polished before characterisation using a number of techniques including;
SEM, XRD, density measurements, calorimetry measurements and leaching studies (Banba and
Hart, 1996). Density measurements were made periodically using the water displacement method.
Leaching was carried out generally under MCC-1 conditions at 70 and 90 °C in deionised water.
Curium leach rates measured at JAERI are total leach rates based on y-spectrometry of the
leachant plus leach vessel; however, for low activity samples, a-spectrometry was used to
measure the activity in the solution and that stripped from the vessel walls. This latter technique
was also used at ANSTO. When analyses were carried out using a-spectrometry, the total leach
rate was obtained by adding the leach rates for solutions to those based on the activity associated
with the vessel walls (Hart et al., 1992). Leach rates of inactive elements were based on solution
analyses carried out by ICP/AES and ICP/MS.

A number of batches of 244Crn-doped material have been prepared, these are summarised in Table
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Table 1 Batches of Cm-doped ceramics prepared at ANSTO and JAERI

Description of Batch

JAERI-PW-4b

JAERI-JW-A

JAERI-JW-A1

JAERI-JW-A2

JAERI-JW-A3

JAERI-JW-A4

JAERI-JW-A5

JAERI-JW-A6

ANSTO-CM10:

ANSTO-CM111

ANSTO-CM12*

Simulated waste type and loading

10.9 wt%PW-4b waste

10.6 wt% of JW-A waste

10.09 wt% of JW-A waste

10.15 wt% of JW-A waste

10.30 wt% of JW-A waste

10.60 wt% of JW-A waste

11.19 wt% of JW-A waste

12.62 wt% of JW-A waste

10wt%PW-4b waste

10wt%PW-4b waste

10wt%PW-4b waste

244Cm loading (wt%)

0.91

0.69 wt%

0.031

0.049

0.098

0.195

0.387

0.855

0.0004

0.004

0.04
1 These samples were fabricated at ANSTO and because of restrictions on the total activity that

could be handled in ANSTO's glove box facility they were smaller than samples made with trace
levels of actinides. However to carry out the full range of required experimental measurements 25
mL of leachant was still required. Consequently, the leaching was carried out at a surface area to
volume ratio 10 times smaller than that used previously.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

XRD — X-ray diffraction studies were undertaken at JAERI on samples from the JAERI-PW-4b
and JAERI-JW-A batches (see Table 1). Figure 1 shows XRD patterns from a Cm-doped sample,
JAERI-PW-4b, that had accumulated a dose of 12.4 x 1017 a decays.g"1 (equivalent age, 16,000
yr), before and after annealing at 800 °C for 12 h in a graphite crucible. This heat-treatment was
assumed to anneal all of the radiation damage thereby leaving the sample in the as-fabricated
state. The X-ray patterns measured after annealing confirmed that the specimen consisted of the
usual, hollandite, perovskite, and zirconolite, plus a minor phase (based on previous work this
minor phase was most likely hibonite). Peak intensities of zirconolite and perovskite, relative to
that of the (13O)/(310) hollandite peak are less in the as-damaged condition than in the annealed
state. Samples of the curium-doped Synroc, JAERI-JW-A, were also examined using X-ray
diffractometry on damaged and annealed specimens. These samples showed the presence of
freudenbergite and loveringite in addition to hollandite, perovskite and zirconolite. Further,
comparison of the results for a sample that had accumulated an a-decay dose corresponding to
10,000 years of storage with the same material after annealing, indicated that the peak intensities
of the perovskite and zirconolite in the as-damaged sample are reduced far more than those of
hollandite and freudenbergite. The results obtained for both ceramics confirm that the short-range,
actinide recoil nuclei cause atomic disorder in their host phases and consequently phases that do
not contain actinide elements, like hollandite and freudenbergite are relatively unaffected by a-
recoil damage.

Density — Density measurements were carried out on all samples fabricated in the collaborative
program. The effect of a-decay damage is shown in Figure 2. For completeness additional
measurements made on single phase samples of zirconolite and perovskite are included
(Mitamura, 1997). The change in density for all samples, except that doped with JW-A waste,
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was linear. For this latter sample the decrease in density up to 5,000 years was linear, however,
beyond that point the decrease in density accelerated. This increase in the rate of density change
could be associated with the formation of micro-cracks which contributed to the greater rate of
reduction in density for this sample than that for the sample doped with PW-4b waste.

Two samples (2-cm-diameter x 1-cm-high cylinders) from the JAERI-PW-4b batch were cut and
annealed at 1000 °C for 2 h in a graphite crucible. After heat treatment, one sample was stored at
200 °C, and the other was stored at room temperature. The effect of a-decay damage on density
for these samples is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows that storage of the sample at 200 °C
reduced the volume expansion per unit a-dose by a factor of 2 compared to that of the sample
stored at room temperature.

"20 40 60

DEGREES 29 (CuKj

Figure 1 X-ray diffraction patterns from (a) annealed and (b) as-damaged Cm-doped, reference
Synroc containing simulated PW-4b waste. The sample had accumulated a dose of
12.4 x 1017 a decays g', before being annealed at 800 °C for 12 h.
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Figure 2 Effect of a-decay damage on the density of samples prepared at JAERI.
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Figure 3 Effect of storage temperature on the relationship between density and a-dose.
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Leaching — Cm-doped Synroc samples, JAERl-PW-4b, that had accumulated different levels of
a-decay damage corresponding to equivalent ages of (a) 50, (b) 13,000, (c) 30,000 and (d)
113,000 years were leach tested. Figure 4 summarises the solution leach rates of inactive
elements with time. In all cases, the leach rates decrease quickly with time. The leach rates of
inactive elements diminish in the following order:

Mo> Ca~ Sr > Ba

The leaching behaviour of Cs is complicated. For specimens with an equivalent age of 50 years,
the leach rates of Cs and Ba are similar but for more damaged specimens the Cs leach rate is a
factor of between 2 and 29 higher than that of the 50 year sample (see Figure 4). The increase in
Ca and Sr leach rates is less marked and Mo and Ba leach rates do not vary significantly with
increasing a-damage. The increase in Ca and Sr leach rates occurs with increasing a-decay
damage to the perovskite phase. However, Cs and Ba are both incorporated in the hollandite
phase, which does not incorporate actinide elements. Therefore, it is possible that the enhanced
release of Cs over Ba from the more damaged specimens may be due to the exposure of fresh
intergranular phases rich in Cs.

Figure 5 shows the effect of time on the average total leach rates of 244Cm for the specimens with
equivalent ages of 50, 430, 13,000, 30,000 and 113,000 years. The leach rates do not change
significantly with increasing a-damage, and are instead apparently controlled more strongly by
the pH of the leachant [Banba and Hart, 1996].
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Figure 4 Comparison of total, normalised leach rates, based on solution analyses, of
indicator elements from reference Synroc containing Cm-doped PW-4b waste of
different storage ages — (a) 50 years; (b) 13,000 years; (c) 30,000 years and (d)
113,000 years.
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Figure 5 Comparison of total, normalised leach rates of 244Cm from reference Synroc
containing simulated PW-4b waste of different equivalent storage ages.

Figure 6 shows the leach rate of the inactive elements from Cm-doped Synroc, JAERI-JW-A, as
a function of equivalent Synroc age. The increase in leach rate with radiation damage is apparent
from the comparison of the leach rates of the indicator elements in the 140- and 33,000-year
samples. The leach rates of Na and Cs increased by a factor of 10 between these samples. On the
other hand, the leach rates of Sr and Ca increased by about a factor of 100 over the same
equivalent storage time. This larger increase appears to be the result of the deterioration of the
actinide-host phases due to a-recoil damage.

Average curium leach rates from the 12,000-, 33,000-year and 109,000 samples are lower than
those of the 140-year samples by factors of between 4 and 200 (see Figure 7). The reduction in
leach rate was associated with the increase in pH of the leachants as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6 Normalised leach rates, based on solution analyses, of inactive elements from
Cm-doped Synroc with leach time, (a), (b) (c) and (d) correspond to equivalent ages of
140, 12,000, 33,000 and 109,000 years. Error bars attached to the average indicate the
largest and smallest values among the three sets of replicate data.
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Figure 7 Normalised leach rate of 244Cm with leach time. Error bars attached to the average
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Figure 8 Change in pH of leachate from curium-doped Synroc with leach time, (a), (b) (c) and
(d) correspond to equivalent ages of 140, 12,000, 33,000 and 109,000 years. Error
bars are as above.

Curium doping levels — Actinide doping has been used to accelerate a-decay damage on
Synroc. However, this level is by several orders of magnitude higher than that in Synroc
containing actual high level waste. As the Cm leach rate of low Cm-doping level (<0.04 wt%) at
ANSTO was ~100 times lower than that of the higher Cm-doping level (~1 wt%), see Figure 5,
additional studies were undertaken to clarify the effect of Cm-doping levels on the Cm leach rate.
This was investigated at JAERI using Cm-doped Synroc, JAERI-JW-A1 to JAERI-JW-A6, (see
Table 1). At ANSTO samples of Cm-doped Synroc, ANSTO-CM10, CM 11 and CM 12, were
fabricated and leach tested in deionised water. At JAERI this was done on duplicate samples and
at ANSTO on triplicate samples.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of density on Cm content (measured shortly after preparation
before significant radiation damage had been incurred) for JAERI-JW-A1 to JAERI-JW-A6. As
expected, the density increases linearly increases with the increase in Cm content. The measured
increase in density is 2.3 % a Cm content of 3 wt%.

Figure 10 shows the variation in the total Cm leach rate for each leach period as a function of the
Cm content of Cm-doped Synroc, JAERI-JW-A1 to JAERI-JW-A6. Roughly speaking, the
average Cm leach rate gradually increases with an increase in the Cm content and reaches ~10"3 g
m"2 day"1. This value is similar to previous results obtained for JAERI-JW-A Synroc (see Figure
5).
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The Cm leach rates from ANSTO-CM10, CM11 and CM 12 Synroc batches are shown in Figure
11. These results agree with those shown in Figures 7 and 10 obtained for JAERI-JW-A1 to
JAERI-JW-A6 Synroc in that at low levels of Cm-doping there is no effect of Cm-doping on the
total Cm leach rate. However, the leach rates for the ANSTO batches are higher than those
measured at JAERI reflecting the higher surface area to volume ratio used in the JAERI tests.
Measurements were also made, using ICP/MS, of the release of inactive elements from these
batches of Synroc. The results for Cs, Ba and Ti are shown in Figure 12. Overall, the leach rates
of the more soluble elements, Ba and Cs, show no effect of the lower surface area to volume ratio
at which these leaching tests were carried out. However, the leach rates of Ti (and Zr, which is
not shown) are higher in these tests than previously measured under MCC-1 conditions and
similar to those of Cm. The effect of Cm loading on the leach rate of the inactive elements is
most pronounced for Cs where the leach rate at the highest doping is consistently greater than for
the other dopings and is measured over longer periods of time. The leach rate of Ba is a factor of
about 10 higher in the initial leach period than for the other dopings but thereafter the leach rates
at all dopings are similar and within experimental variation. Titanium shows no systematic
variation in leach rates. These small increases in the more soluble inactive element leach rates are
not reflected by Cm leach rates. However, as shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, the leaching of
inactive elements is more sensitive to changes in durability than those of Cm which can be
masked by small changes in pH. The increase in the leach rates of the more soluble inactive
elements suggests that, at this level of Cm doping that there may be an effect, albeit small, of
curium doping on the durability of the matrix. Further measurements on samples containing
higher dopings of curium need to be carried out to further elucidate the possible mechanism
responsible for the change in durability.
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Natural Analogue Studies — Natural samples can be used to provide an insight into the long-
term behaviour of individual Synroc phases over geological time. Accordingly, the stability,
crystal chemistry, radiation damage effects, and geochemical alteration of natural analogues of
Synroc phases, notably zirconolite, have been studied to provide information for long-term
modelling of Synroc behaviour in the repository environment. Zirconolite is of particular interest
because it is the phase in Synroc which incorporates most of the tetravalent actinide elements
[Lumpkin etai, 1995] and so it becomes of primary importance in revealing the effects of
a-decay damage on the retention of actinides in the waste form over the life of the repository
[Hart era/., 1996].

Previous work has shown that alpha-decay damage causes a crystalline to amorphous
transformation in natural zirconolite [Ewing and Headley, 1983; Lumpkin etal., 1986]. Results
are now available for samples ranging in age from 16 m.y. to 2 b.y. [Lumpkin et ah, 1994, 1997,
1998]. For young samples the transformation zone ranges from a dose of 0.05-0.1 x 1016 to 1-2 x
1016 a/mg (0.03-0.08 to 0.8-1.6 dpa). It has been established that relatively young natural
zirconolites become amorphous at a dose 2-4 times higher than synthetic samples doped with
238pu o r 244cm (e.g., Clinard et ah, 1984; Weber et ah, 1986) which is consistent with the long-
term storage of natural samples in the Earth's crust at elevated temperatures [Lumpkin et ah,
1997].

Extensive searching has revealed evidence for the corrosion, alteration, or replacement of
zirconolite at only six localities. In two of these locations, the corrosion and replacement of
zirconolite occurred under unusually extreme conditions at temperatures above 500 °C in the
presence of a metasomatic or regional metamorphic aqueous fluid phase. In the four other cases
[Lumpkin etal. 1994; C.T. Williams, unpublished data], the alteration involves increased Si
and/or replacement by a silicate mineral phase. These observations point to the instability of
zirconolite in the presence of hydrothermal fluids rich in Si, however, zirconolite appears to be
highly resistant to aqueous alteration at low temperatures due to kinetic factors.

The study of the actinides in a range of samples has shown that, even in samples rendered
amorphous by radiation damage, there has not been any release of the actinide elements [Hart et
ah, 1996].

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The radiation damage studies reported in this work have established the relationship between
density change and irradiation levels for Synroc containing JW-A and PW-4b wastes. The storage
of samples at 200 °C halves the rate of decrease in the density of the samples compared to that
measured at room temperature. This effect is consistent with that found for natural samples where
the amorphisation of natural samples stored under crustal conditions is lower, by factors between
2 and 4, than that measured for samples from accelerated doping experiments stored at room
temperature.

Leaching studies have shown that radiation damage increases leach rates of inactive elements by
about an order of magnitude, for some elements the leach rates can be a further order of
magnitude higher. Additionally, based on the results of this work, we do not recommend the use
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of Cm leach rates to study the effect of doping on leach rates because the effect of doping can be
masked by small changes in pH.

Other results have shown that increasing the level of curium doping can lead to enhanced leach
rates from the ceramic waste forms. This evidence is preliminary and will be further refined in
studies of samples containing higher levels of Cm doping. The refinement of this mechanism for
enhancement of Cm leach rates may not appear to be particularly important for ceramic waste
forms containing HLW as the levels of short-lived actinides used in accelerated doping studies
are higher than those present in HLW. However, if ceramic waste forms are used for disposal of
weapons-grade Pu, and other actinide-rich waste schemes, then it will be necessary to understand
this mechanism for these waste forms with high levels of actinide doping. Further, radiation
damage effects and geochemical alteration will also be important issues for these types of waste
forms, e.g. Vance et al. [1995].

Overall, the results show that the use of accelerated doping tests are imperative to allow a full
description of the long-term performance of ceramic waste forms under repository conditions.
Importantly, the work confirms that accelerated testing provides conservative results for the
change in density of waste forms and the leach rates of samples doped with HLW. Further the
agreement between the results obtained for accelerated doping tests and data obtained from
natural samples allows confirmation of the viability of mechanisms being measured under
laboratory conditions. This confirmation importantly provides a basis for the extrapolation of
these data to provide long-term predictions of the durability of Synroc under repository
conditions.
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